Drones Quilt –Information for Borrowers
The Drones Quilt is a project by the Fellowship of Reconciliation, England. We’re a faith-based charity promoting
active nonviolence as the means to transforming unjust systems. The quilt is a visual petition, reminding us that
drones are inaccurate and kill innocent civilians and that people are not “collateral damage”. Thank you for helping.
Facts and figures:
 It is 40 foot long and 6 foot high (13m x 2m)
 It weighs approximately 6kg
 There is a sleeve running along the top with a washing line inside it
 It comes in a black holdall
Guidelines for hanging
 Must be displayed inside
 It looks best when it’s hung up rather than laid out somewhere
 Ideally hang it so the bottom is off the floor
 If it can only be displayed on the floor, it MUST be attended at ALL times
 There are slits along the sleeve to make it easier to hang the washing line on hooks in the wall etc.
Extra bits – sale or return
 Anonymous Civilian booklets with pictures of the squares available (£2)
 Postcards with a collage of squares available (25p)
 FoR resources on drones – full report Drones and the Playstation Mentality and our shorter Peacemaker briefing on
drones (£2 and free respectively)
 FoR’s latest newsletter and the 2013 edition of our magazine Peace by Peace with an article on the quilt (free)
 Information on making a square for the new portable quilt (see below – “other things to note”)
Delivery
 We use Parcel Force “guaranteed 48 hour delivery” – it’s been perfect so far
 The quilt costs about £15 to post one way (we do not charge a hire fee)
 With lots of resources (total package weight 12kg) it costs about £22
 We ask hirers to cover the cost of postage, by cheque, including donations for resources or FoR general funds
Other things to note
If there is any damage to the quilt when you receive it, please inform us straight away and take a photograph.
Because of the nature of the item, it is not possible to insure so any damage needs to be mended as soon as possible
so it doesn’t get worse.
We are making a smaller quilt to take to festivals and demos. We may make more than one so that they can be used
simultaneously, so we’re offering kits for people to make more squares. If you’d like some of these, let us know.
Kits come in varying sizes:
1. A person’s name with instructions on making the square
2. As above with a square of material
3. As above with freepost label
For more info email emma@for.org.uk or call 01865 250781 @forpeacemaker #DronesQuilt
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